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This collection consists of seven poems, inspired by characters and themes across the 
Literature Humanities syllabus. Writing this meant a lot to me, especially in light of the 
rising anti-Chinese sentiment in the US and overseas surrounding COVID-19. I wanted to 
celebrate who I was and where I came from. I am someone who grew up thinking that 
loving English literature meant purging myself of my Chinese heritage, but within this act 
of debating and interacting with Western canonical texts, I’m realizing there is a space for 
everyone. I was determined to carve out a place in this very white, very Eurocentric 
consciousness that the syllabus exists in, for people who looked like me. I titled the poetry 
collection Metamorphoses partially because in my mind I was generating new metaphors 
between the ancient and the contemporary: I wanted to follow how messages from these 
classical texts have been transformed in our modern contexts. I also think the process 
transformed the way I thought about and grappled with these texts. Poetry is a cathartic 
exercise. To some extent, it transformed me.
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[A Brief Survey of Misrepresented Women]

CIRCE: MAGICIAN 
she wondered how to 
make men stay without turning 
them into monsters 

CALYPSO: HOME-WRECKER 
if turned a male god 
the Odyssey would be one 
line: none return home 

SCYLLA: MONSTER 
vile: pregnant with death 
Homer casually forgets 
she was once nymph: loved



 

HELEN: THE CAUSE 
the product of rape 
face like that kills (they whisper) 
but no choice was hers 

CASSANDRA: PRIESTESS 
cursed paralysis 
the gods broke the borders of 
her body and mind 

DIDO: MAD WOMAN 
he sings of how she 
fell in love and was ruined: 
one who fell like Rome

Iliad & Odyssey. by Homer. Aeneid. by Virgil.



[TELEMACHUS]

The hero returns to shore and kisses the earth: no. 
The father returns to shore and begins to drown: yes. 

Weight of achaean glory pulling him to sea: weight of 
the sea lapping against ice blue lips: froth. 

his charred body: godlike. Can you recognize those 
swiveling eyes that hope to land on something 

stable: like home? Seven years he beds a goddess: 
they eat the sun god’s cattle: yes: he wanders 

like a good guest and a good husband: no: he is 
so still he could be anyone’s father. You’ll hear 

songs composed for the cities your father burned 
down: bombed cathedrals and slain trojans, but 

there will be no songs for what he did to you. 
He returns home to claim you: no: you seek him 

on the purple sea: no: he lies on the sand with a 
bullet hole through his chest: his deadness is 

as deafening as the crashing waves: yes: you kneel 
at his side like any son who loses his father.

Odyssey. by Homer. Telemachus. by Ocean Vuong. 
inspired by Brigit Pegeen Kelly’s Dead Doe: I 

Note: Ocean Vuong’s eponymous poem imagines himself as Telemachus, abandoned by a father 
serving in the Vietnam War. I found it interesting that Vuong constructs a narrative in which his 
father ‘Odysseus’ dies rather than completes the hero’s journey. His poem uses the ancient to 
examine the contemporary. I wanted to use the contemporary to reexamine the ancient.



[HOMECOMING]

Odysseus wandered & was lost / the boat people are one borne of exodus / the 
war was ten years in the making / one war ended so the next could begin / the 
Trojan Horse was a showstopper / the British sneak in opium / he misses his 
wife / have you met a people who live solely on rice / he lights his torch on the 
watchfires of Troy / we run to mountains with black hair singed / it was strange 
how everybody loved Odysseus / they call us an infestation & take our women / 
Polyphemus had no one to blame / where do we go when our homes are 
destroyed / Athena turns him from beggar to god / our gods are tethered to the 
graves of our fathers / to exact revenge / they were not graves so much as bodies 
buried by more bodies / Antinous died first & the maids were not spared / we 
smile at our plunderers across shopping carts / he was a bad guest but celebrated / 
they were bad guests and celebrated / it was strange how everybody wanted 
Odysseus / and no one wanted us.

Odyssey. by Homer. 

Note: I am not satisfied with this poem. I still included it because it was a healthy struggle, 
navigating the parallels and deviations between Odysseus’s journey and those of Asian refugees: 
homecoming versus exodus, hospitality extended and denied, Odysseus as a guest/immigrant 
versus a plunderer/colonizer. I wasn’t able to really think through and render the complexities of 
this partial “metaphor,” but I can say that Asian refugees and immigrants do not get the luxury of 
Odysseus’s “hero” narrative.



[FRAGMENTS ON MODERN LOVE]

1 
deathless Aphrodite, take pity 
my heart quakes (now again) 
] for my finger slipped 
] and I liked a post 
] from 2010 

2 
]  
] blessed is your feed 

3 
restless night 
] I stay up 
] in blue light 
 ] to suffer 
 ] 
 ] waiting for 
] your text in the morning



4 
] why do you 
] only text me at night 
]  
] when I am asleep 

5 
] your account is 
] private 

6 
] you left your phone 
] here yesterday 
] reading texts from her 
] how can I compare 
] 
] am trampled 
] I simply want to be dead 
]  

7 
you should be 
loved like no one 
 ] has 
 ] been 
 ] loved before 
  ]   [



 

8A 
catfished 

8B 
I only met you in a dream 

] you filled 
] the night with stars 
] and then it was day 

9 
O Harry Styles 

you are the reason 
why the earth shakes 
 ] out of wonder 

 ] I will give 
 ] all of what I am 
 ] for just one 
 ] dm on 
  ] instagram

If Not, Winter. by Sappho.



[LOT’S WIFE]

My ancestors raid the boulevard of embassies 
in Shanghai for visas. The lucky would steal away 
to the US with false families & recycled documents, 

but on boats they were sacked & gutted just the same. 
Of the unlucky was my grandfather, orphaned by 
Japanese bombers. My brother who now works in Tokyo 

ruined lunar New Year’s dinner because there are 
some things our family never talks about. 
Lot’s wife became a salt pillar because she looked back 

at her people being destroyed. With the number of 
times I / who was spared / have looked back: Have I 
too become a pillar of salt? 

The boat people arrive yellow & invisible, lisping 
because you try speaking with scalded tongues. Children 
saw the nakedness of their fathers when he was spat



Genesis. 

Note: I don’t think Lot’s wife was done justice in Genesis. Her character deserved more, even as a salt 
pillar. I interpreted her choice to look back as an act of resistance and inability to move on from trauma. 
I think she symbolizes an important lesson: to not turn our backs on history and so readily embrace a 
“post-racial society,” because it’s not that easy to forget.

on at grocery stores for saying “excuse me” funny. 
Children want to bleach their skin & wrestle with angels 
for new names—I wanted to, maybe still do. 

I cannot look away. Twice I convince myself I am 
Jacob: tricking away a cousin’s birthright & blessing 
because they were born then but I now. I dream of 

the promises my people have been made. I cry 
wondering if salt pillars can do anything other than 
look back & remember / stand witness. 

Years later when Sodom & Gomorrah invite the world 
to a reopening as ‘Eden resurrected’ I don’t 
make it because I am a pillar stuck in this time— 

but I’m sure it was beautiful.



[BURYING BODIES]

Antigone. by Sophocles. 
inspired by Diana Khoi Nguyen’s visual poetry 

Note: The Cultural Revolution encouraged cremation over burial and other funeral practices 
deemed “feudal.” It was partly to conserve farmland, partly to modernize. Sometimes the 
government would dig up and burn bodies that were buried in secret.



[A Conversation: Homer, Virgil, Ovid, & the poets of Shanghai]

Homer smokes on college walk, mythologizing the egos 
of swift-footed men. He and Virgil debate 
war aesthetics and the evolution of the short story. 
Virgil presses on about the political union he joined 
last fall but Homer is uninterested. They meet Ovid 
who is buddhist before buddhism is popular 
at an intellectual’s speakeasy, and talk 
over bourbon about gods who score with women, 
etiquette manuals, and boys 
turning into flowers: white, purple, dead. 

At 3AM they stagger down rows of historic buildings— 
Virgil yelling a defense of gentrification 
while Ovid introduces reincarnation to Homer 
and that was the night they invent the hero’s journey. 

   // 

Baked, they take the Line 1 subway to Chinatown 
and conversed with the poets of Shanghai. The streets 
run with calligraphy and flutter red lanterns. 

They freestyle with a people of poetry. The Chinese speak 
in four-word myths about spring waters, drowning 
scholars, and men who travel miles for the feather of a swan. 
They tell the three boys, Our gods are amicable 
but they die anonymous in the American wasteland. 
Eating lotuses, the boys pledge 
to learn their names. But when they wake up 
hours later they only remember nearly 
forgetting home, and they weep in relief to have escaped.

the canon 

Note: The Odyssey’s Lotus-eaters have nothing to do with China. Lotus root is a staple here though. 
With this poem, I did want to take the time to compare Greco-Roman literary tradition to the Chinese. 
We speak in four-character “idioms” called ��, and they can represent folklore, fables, and images. 
Our speech is poetic. It’s funny how I’ve only just begun to think of it in this way.



Further Notes 

[A Brief Survey of Misrepresented Women] 

This was the first poem I conceptualized and wrote, because my immediate response to finishing 
these texts was: I need to find a way to honor these strong women who were stripped of their 
voices by men and their male authors. I imagined it as an art gallery, a “brief survey” of 6 
women united by the same oppression, finally given the spotlight and no longer demoted to love 
interest (Dido), obstacle (Scylla), or scapegoat (Helen). For each women, I gave her a label in 
the title that defames her, and in a haiku I tried to redeem them and offer them peace. I don’t 
know how successful I was. I found it interesting how I also couldn’t write about these women 
except for in relation to the men who have taken advantage them or the tragedies they suffered. 
That saddens me.  

[Telemachus] 

This, I think, is the only poem that I am *fairly satisfied* with the execution of. It’s a direct 
response to Ocean Vuong’s poem “Telemachus,” which I first read way back when. His positing 
of alternate narratives—where ‘Odysseus’ dies on the shores during the Trojan War that is 
Vietnam, instead of reuniting with ‘Telemachus’—was particularly fascinating to me. I extended 
that in my poem by using a “: no” or “: yes” style to debate the original narrative. With this 
poem, I wanted to acknowledge Telemachus’ pain, the trauma of growing up abandoned by his 
father. To me, Telemachus was another character slighted by a narrative privileging the war hero. 
I felt the need to write him this. 

[Homecoming] 

I saw Odysseus’ journey as a parallel but also contrast to the journeys of Asian refugees, 
exploring the dichotomies of “homecoming versus exodus, hospitality extended and denied, 
Odysseus as a guest/immigrant versus a plunderer/colonizer.” This was difficult to write because 
there was so much to unpack, because the history of European imperialism in Asia is so 
tumultuous and varied from country to country. I liked the little connections: the Greeks’ 
sneaking of the Trojan Horse into Troy reminded me of the British feeding of opium to the 
Chinese; one tried to return home while the other needed to leave; who were the “bad guests” in 
each narrative? 

[Fragments on Modern Love] 

With this poem, I loved experimenting with style and aesthetics. I was (once again) captivated 
by Carson’s use of brackets and stranded verse, and the almost tortured tone of Sappho’s words. 
I think the push-and-pull torment that Sappho often cites to come with love is intensified in this 
digital age: flirting over text is infuriating, and technology aids secrecy, cheating, and mistrust. 
But love is universal and timeless. It is a wonder to think that you’ll love the same way Sappho 
did, the same way every human in history has. 

[Lot’s Wife] 

I wanted to use Lot’s wife as a way to debate the claim that we live in a “post-race” society. I 
was disappointed in how little there was of her presence in Genesis. I liked that she looked back. 
I don’t blame her for looking back—I think it was the empathetic, human thing to do. Being 



turned into a pillar of salt was portrayed as a punishment, but I saw it as a symbol of being 
witness to something and of remembrance. A few of my ancestors and some close family friends 
had migrated to the US through fake names and documents; it was the American dream. They 
suffered so much to get there just to keep suffering, while I have it so easy with my student visa. 
How do you let go of things like that? It’s surprising how much history can affect the present in 
small riots: my grandfather still refuses to travel to Japan, even when my family booked us all a 
vacation there to visit my brother. 

[Burying Bodies] 

The poem consists of three bodies: one for the history of violence in Asia on a macro scale, one 
for my own family’s history, and one for Antigone. The line in the third body, “Who gets to 
decide the value of one’s body,” I had scribbled down in my journal during the conversation that 
followed the Theatre of War’s production of Antigone in Ferguson. I can’t decide if the bodies 
that my words have formed are dead, alive, or ghosts. 

[A Conversation: Homer, Virgil, Ovid, & the poets of Shanghai] 

I wanted more whimsicality in this collection, and ended up imagining Homer, Virgil, and Ovid 
as college students at Columbia who drink at speakeasies downtown, have pretentious 
conversations, and once travel to Chinatown while high. I thought the Lotus-eater reference was 
inaccurate but fun, and I mainly wanted to critique how Asia/Asian-America is still seen as 
irrevocably foreign and how our cultural heritage does not get treated the same way as this 
Western canon in college campus across the country. Sometimes, they never make it through the 
doors.


